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The Indian monsoons are a major seasonal climatic event over the Indian subcontinent, heralding the arrival of the wet season. Many features of life, biological and cultural, are intimately synchronized to this seasonality. In this paper, we show that the Indian monsoons might have played an important role in shaping the fruiting time and hence dispersal phenology of plant species in the subcontinent.

1. Introduction

The Indian monsoons, estimated to be about 15–20 million years old, are a major annual climatic event, bringing rainfall to the Indian subcontinent [1]. During the monsoons, there is a seasonal reversing of wind currents accompanied by corresponding changes in precipitation over the Indian land mass [2]. Based on the direction of wind currents, two distinct types of monsoon are recognized: Indian southwest (SW) and Indian northeast (NE) monsoons (figure 1). In the SW monsoon, moisture-laden winds from the Indian Ocean rush into the subcontinent and travel in a southwesterly direction up to the Himalayas, bringing in precipitation [3]. The SW monsoon, also called the summer monsoon, occurs between the months of June and September. During the NE monsoon, by contrast, cold winds flow from the Himalayas and the Indo-Gangetic Plains towards southern peninsular India, where it causes precipitation due to the moisture collected from the Bay of Bengal. The NE monsoon, also referred to as the winter or retreating monsoon, occurs between the months of October and December [4].

From an ecological perspective, the monsoons can be expected to have shaped the life-history strategies of plants and animals in the subcontinent, including the timing of critical events such as dispersal of fruits and seeds in plants and egg laying in birds [5,6]. Plants, for example, might be selected to synchronize their seed and fruit dispersal with the onset of the wet season [7] to maximize seed germination and seedling recruitment. Indeed, previous studies have shown that in many species, fruiting occurs just before the wet season such that seeds germinate and establish during the wet season when conditions are most favourable [8–13]. Among wind-dispersed species, winds that precede the wet season can be expected to disperse fruits to coincide with the onset of rainfall. Despite these observations, few studies have critically examined the temporal association of the monsoons and plant dispersal events [6,14].

In this paper, we hypothesize that the onset of the wet season is critical in determining the timing of fruit dispersal, and thus, peak fruit dispersal of plants occurring in regions receiving the SW monsoon should be different from that of plants occurring in regions receiving the NE monsoon. Specifically, we predict that for conspecific plants occurring in both regions, fruiting time (and hence dispersal) will peak before June for plants occurring in the SW monsoon path but will peak before October for those in the NE monsoon path. Using a set of common species occurring in both the SW and NE monsoon paths, we provide a test of the above prediction and show that the Indian...
monsoons might have played an important role in shaping fruiting time and thus the dispersal phenology of plants.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study sites and plant systems
We selected plants occurring in the Udupi–Mangalore (12.40°–13.65° N and 74.64°–75.65° E) and Chennai–Pondicherry regions (11.92°–13.50° N and 79.65°–80.33° E) in southern India that lie, respectively, in the paths of the Indian SW and Indian NE monsoons (figure 1). Based on the floristic information available for both sites, we selected 33 wind-dispersed species that are common to both the sites for which data on fruiting period were available. All species are native to India and included five shrubs, 11 climbers and 17 trees (figure 1). Herbaceous species were excluded from analysis as these are ephemerals that tend to germinate after the rainfall and set seed at the end of the wet season.

The rationale of choosing only wind-dispersed species was based on the following assumptions: (i) because wind currents generally precede the wet season, wind-dispersed species, in contrast to species dispersed by other modes (e.g. animals), are expected to be more precisely cued to temporal differences in wind currents between the two regions; (ii) wind-dispersed species are expected to have a higher signal-to-noise ratio as these have only one dispersal vector compared with animal-dispersed species with a variety of vectors; and (iii) unlike animal-dispersed species, which can disperse fruits before and during the wet season, wind-dispersed species would be strongly selected to disperse their fruits before the onset of the wet season, for failure to do so can lead to inefficient dispersal due to wetting of their dispersal structures.

(b) Timing of dispersal
For each species, fruiting time was obtained from published records and floras of the respective regions [15,16] (see electronic supplementary material, table S1). Typically, the floras report a range of months over which the fruiting occurs. We took the mid-month of the reported range to determine peak fruiting time. For example, if a species is reported to fruit between the months of April to June, we took the mid-month, May as the period of peak fruiting. For cases in which a species was reported to fruit in the months of April and May, we took the earlier month as indicative of peak fruiting on the assumption that initiation of phenophase shift is a more appropriate indicator of phenology.

(c) Meteorological data
We obtained data on the average monthly precipitation (between 1982 and 2006; www.imd.gov.in; electronic supplementary material, figure S1) and average wind speed (between 2009 and 2013; www.windfinder.com) for the two regions, Udupi–Mangalore and the Chennai–Pondicherry (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(d) Statistical analyses
The major aim of the analyses was to evaluate (i) whether the key meteorological data, namely monthly rainfall, differed significantly between the two regions receiving the SW and NE monsoons; (ii) whether the peak fruiting period of the species across the two regions differed significantly; and (iii) whether the shift in the peak fruiting period across the two regions was congruent with the shift in the onset of rainfall. Since all the data involve circular variables (monthly data on fruiting periods...
3. Results

The two regions differed significantly with respect to their timing of average monthly rainfall. The mean vector for rainfall was 203° (July) for the region receiving the SW monsoon, while it was 285° (October) for that receiving the NE monsoon (table 1 and figure 1). Distribution of monthly rainfall was significantly non-random for both regions (Rayleigh test, \( p < 0.01 \)). Compared with the NE monsoon (length of mean vector = 0.57), temporal spread of the SW monsoon was more compact (length of the mean vector = 0.71).

Fruiting time of all species (shrubs, climbers and trees) in both regions was non-randomly distributed around the year (Rayleigh test; \( p < 0.01 \)). Species in the region receiving the SW monsoon predominantly fruit in March just before the onset of the SW monsoon (mean vector = 89°, table 1 and figure 1). On the other hand, for the same set of species that occur in the region receiving the NE monsoon, the predominant fruiting period is in August, which is a month later than the onset of SW monsoon but a month earlier than the NE monsoon (mean vector = 221°, table 1 and figure 1). The shift in mean vectors corresponding to monthly fruiting period between the two regions was statistically significant (Watson–Williams \( U \)-test, \( p = 0.000 \); table 2). Furthermore, the direction of the shift was along the lines predicted, in concordance with the expectation that species should adjust peak fruiting time to precede the onset of rainfall (figure 1).

A similar pattern of shift in fruiting time between the two regions was also evident when the analysis was done separately for only trees (\( n = 17 \) species; table 1). The mean vector of fruiting time of trees in the SW monsoon region was 111° (April) compared with 191° (July) for trees in the NE monsoon region (Watson–Williams \( U \)-test, \( p = 0.013 \); table 2). There was, however, no significant shift in fruiting periods between the two regions for shrubs and climbers analysed individually (figure 2 and table 2).

4. Discussion

Dispersal phenology is an important life-history component of plants [7], and the timing of dispersal is expected to be shaped by factors that maximize the lifetime fitness of the organism.
One such factor is the arrival of the wet season. Species would be selected to optimize their timing of dispersal to long-stabilized seasonality of the wet seasons in their local habitats. While previous studies have demonstrated an association between dispersal events and onset of the wet season [9,13,18], few have documented adaptive phenological shifts in relation to climate change [19,20].

In this study of the two contrasting Indian monsoons that bring rainfall at two distinct periods of the year, we show that for a common set of wind-dispersed species, mean fruiting time is associated with the arrival of the wet season, independent of region. Thus, species occurring in the SW monsoon region fruit in March, before the onset of the SW monsoon in July, and the same species occurring in the NE monsoon region fruit in August, before the onset of the NE monsoon in October. The concordance of fruiting time with the arrival of the wet season is stronger in trees than in climbers and shrubs. While it is not immediately clear why such differences should prevail, it is possible that selection for dispersal phenology could be weaker in shrubs and climbers as they may have evolved more plastic responses consequent to their life-history strategies. Indeed, trees often have a single peak of fruit production, whereas shrubs and climbers tend to have two or more fruiting peaks [21,22].

Considering that the Indian monsoons stretch back around 15–20 Myr [1], it is possible that differences in fruiting time among populations of different regions reflect adaptive genetic differences. These observed shifts in phenology could also be a consequence of phenotypic plasticity, which itself might have been selected for. Reciprocal transplant experiments as well as hybridization studies between conspecific populations from contrasting regions (SW and NE monsoons) may throw more light on the nature of factors controlling the shift in fruiting time of these species.

**Figure 2.** Circular histograms, vectors and distributions showing the mean vectors and distributions of fruiting times of (a) trees, (b) climbers and (c) shrubs in the SW (left) and of (d) trees, (e) climbers and (f) shrubs in the NE (right) monsoon region.
Finally, it would be interesting to address how patterns of dispersal phenology as shaped by long-term climatological variables such as the Indian monsoons respond to both expected and current climate change over the Indian subcontinent. Lal et al. [23] have argued that date of onset of summer monsoon over India could become more variable in future owing to climate change. Under these conditions, it might be difficult for dispersal phenologies tied to monsoons to track an increasingly variable climate [24,25]. A recent study, for example, has shown that long-established phenologies can be disrupted by climate change [26]. It would, therefore, be interesting to follow the dispersal phenologies of some of the species addressed here with reference to future climate change in the Indian subcontinent.
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